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Baldi Dekker

Van: Europe Direct <citizen_reply@edcc.ec.europa.eu>
Verzonden: maandag 10 februari 2014 10:45
Aan: internet.europa@visioen.nl
Onderwerp: [Case_ID: 0850586 / 5015731] Efficient management of High Voltage Power Lines

Dear Mr. or Ms. Dekker 
 
Thank you for your message. After consultation with the responsible Commission service, the Directorate-
General for Energy, we can provide you the following answer: 
 
“EU legislation indeed lays down a general framework for the functioning of the electricity markets in 
Directive 2009/72/EC*. 
 
Even if Directive 2009/72/EC lays down certain general criteria as to tariff setting, on tariffs for 
investments, it specifically designates the national regulatory authority as the entity that sets these tariffs 
or, at least, decides the methodology by which they are set. Please see in this regard in particular Article 
37(1)(a) of Directive 2009/72/EC. Consequently, the Commission does normally not intervene in such 
issues as to whether the types of costs you identify should or should not be taken into account when 
setting transmission tariffs. 
 
I therefore suggest that you contact the Dutch regulatory authority in this matter as it is this entity that is 
responsible for setting tariffs or approving their methodology."  
 
You will find the authority in following list: 
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/gas_electricity/consumer/doc/internal_energy_market_rights_by_country.pd
f 
 
We hope you find this information useful. Please contact us again if you have other questions. 
 
* Follow this path to access EU law: EUR-Lex > Simple Search > Natural Number > select document type, 
year and number of the legislation > press "Search". The "bibliographic notice" provides information on 
the document, such as dates, procedure and consolidated versions. 
 
With kind regards, 
 
EUROPE DIRECT Contact Centre 
http://europa.eu - your shortcut to the EU! 
 
So you think you have no power? 
Think again. European Elections 2014. 
 
Disclaimer 
Please note that the information provided by EUROPE DIRECT is not legally binding. 
 

Wij willen u graag vier vragen stellen over de vraag die Europe Direct zojuist beantwoord heeft. De hele 
enquête zal enkel 3 minuten van uw tijd in beslag nemen.  
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-------------------------------------------------- 
Date: Saturday, 25/01/2014 14:02:40 
From: "Balldi Dekker" <internet.europa@visioen.nl> 
Subject: [Case_ID: 850586 / 5015731] Efficient management of High Voltage Power Lines 
-------------------------------------------------- 

Dear sir, madam, 
 
In The Netherlands, 
- Tennet manages our national High Voltage Power Lines, and the  
- ACM is an agency that establishes the price of electricity, and the rates Tennet is allowed to charge for 
transport of electricity.  
 
In laymen’s terms and in short: when Tennet invests in new power lines, or replaces old power lines, the 
ACM will (slightly) increase the transport rates, so Tennet can win back its investment. When the ACM 
decides to increase the rates, the EU can block this decision if the investment is not an efficient way to 
manage the power lines. 
 
Can you tell me what efficiency regulations, research and/or analyses the EU uses, in order to establish 
whether or not a decision made by a power line manager is efficient? Especially since national 
environmental and health restrictions can vary. 
 
For example... 
 
Sweden has a precautionary restriction that if the magnetic field of an existing power line in an inhabited 
area is stronger than 0.1 microTesla, measures must be taken to reduce the exposure to the magnetic flux 
(when possible at reasonable cost and with reasonable consequences) – see 
http://ec.europa.eu/health/electromagnetic_fields/docs/emf_comparision_policies_en.pdf, page 3).  
 
If the Swedish power line manager decides to take measures to reduce the exposure of the magnetic field 
(at reasonable costs), how does the EU determine whether or not the costs may be taken into account 
when the Swedish counterpart of the ACM establishes the transport rates? Would the EU veto this 
decision, and demand that the investment in flux reduction is being financed in another way (for example, 
by government or local authorities)? 
 
Thanking you in advance for your response, 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
Baldi Dekker. 


